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[Waiting for meeting to begin.]   

>>  COLIN PUZO SMITH:  Hi and welcome.  I'm from RESULTS staff in DC.  I'm touched to see Florida advocates online and want to acknowledge those in the hurricane in the northeast.  I hope everyone will join me in grounding this webinar in our anti-oppression values, focusing on understanding it and our advocacy around the world.  We have challenges but want to start with a celebration today.  

It starts with the biggest investment in history to stop AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria.  World leaders pledged this money to support countries to save 20 million lives through the Global Fund.  Our goal was a full 18 billion.  I'll come back to that.  First, a bit about what and who is behind this figure raised in New York last month.  

President Biden is at the center and pledged up to 6 billion dollars.  He's there with 7 ministers and prime ministers, each boosting their country's pledge by 25% or more.  

That picture of G7 leaders is what most media outlets picked up, but it's an incomplete, unfair look at the scope of this partnership.  

[On screen.] 

Almost 50 governments pledged with 20 heads of state at the event.  There were first time donors and a 40% increase in funding from Kenya, quadrupling from South Korea and others.  

What happened on the stage is possible because of what happened offstage first.  Here's another angle.  

[On screen.] 

The work to get pledges was down to the wire.  Most were in play 48 hours before folks went on stage.  From global advocacy partners, we know many governments decided not to increase or increase as much.  Our advocacy and pressure got them to rethink.  Advocates got Japan to push Australia, Kenya to push the UK, etc.  There were grassroots demonstrations.  We met almost hourly to coordinate global outreach.  All of that advocacy is possible because of the global partnership.  

Here are a number of global colleagues with the president.  This small group kicked off the pledging conference, representing civil society and community leaders at the center of advocacy and the Global Fund partnership.  

I want to share that each of you is part of this global network, making it possible.  Look at these numbers.  

[On screen.] 

If you made a call or joined a meeting, got your Members of Congress to sign on to a letter, the White House couldn't have stepped up to host without the backing of congress or come forward with the historic $6B pledge.  Let that sink in.  

I hope you saw 2 important words from the Global Fund - so far.  14.25 billion so far.  Our full goal is 18.  We're not backing down on that.  The total doesn't include the UK, Italy, India and others.  That's why the other part of Biden's pledge is important, matching $2 for every dollar pledge.  Thank you for everything done to get us here.  We have more to celebrate this week, which you'll hear about in a bit.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Thank you so much, Colin, for the exciting celebration and amazing work that folks did.  I want to quickly share a couple other recent successes on our global campaigns.  Our guest speaker joined.  

We've been working on ending preventable child deaths and TB, ensuring quality education for all children.   The global malnutrition and treatment plan is now law, focusing on evidence-based interventions to address malnutrition, saving and improving the lives of children, moms and families around the world.  Congratulations on all of that.  

Next, the READ Act (HR7240) passed the House.  The Senate has a bill.  We believe it's on the unanimous consent calendar.  It's a procedure for passing noncontroversial bills, the same way the nutrition bill was passed in the Senate.  We have work to do on the TB bill.  More on that later.  

I want to stop for a second.  I know what some of you are thinking.  I've heard from advocates that I didn't do much.  Ken isn't congratulating me.  I'm talking to every one of you.  These successes are proof that advocacy matters.  Your advocacy matters.  Every action in important in moving the Global Fund replenishment and these bills forward.  Meetings, communication with staff, and media efforts made, including online actions that you or someone else made, contribute to these successes.  They didn't happen just overnight or just this year.  Actions taken for years influence education, nutrition, and The Global Fund.   

The same goes for The CTC.  It all matters.  You're all part of momentum, progress and success made on these issues.  I want you to get that.  It's important to acknowledge our successes and internalize that your advocacy matters.  In most cases, if you weren't advocating on these things nobody would be.  That would cause issues to languish.  Poverty often is not a priority for the media or government.  

Savor and share successes with those who want to be part of fall outreach and part of something bigger than themselves.  You can prove that they can make a difference.  We do it over and over and have recent successes to show.  Thank you for your partnership on that.  

I think our guest speaker is on.  I want to introduce you.  He's a lawyer and former House member from Florida and huge friend of RESULTS.  He's worked with Ken and Linda Shatz and the RESULTS Tampa group.  He's a political commentator and analyst on MSNBC, the Washington Post, and others.  He's a regular speaker at conventions, trade association meetings, and other leadership events.  

David is committed to democracy and seeking solutions to a divided nation.  You may have seen David's op-ed announcing an effort to bring all parties together under Forward.  We've asked David to make the most of election season with us.  October is it.  This is when people are campaigning.  This is your opportunity to raise issues with those who care about poverty.  David will share about how to have the biggest impact in election season.  

You've inspired and taught us so much.  You were last live with the 2018 RESULTS international conference.  We're excited to have you back.  I've got a couple of questions but welcome thoughts on the subject around making the most of election season.  Tell us how you got to know RESULTS.  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Thank you for inviting me.  Apologies for being late.  I was going through the registration process.  I'm now a registered volunteer with RESULTS to join you.  You've recruited one today.  I want to share your sentiment and say thank you to those on the call today for their work of advocacy.  How did I get involved?  As a Members of Congress.  Ken and Linda Shatz in the greater Tampa Bay area sent a letter to the editor to the Times, saying RESULTS is working on important initiatives to eliminate or reduce international poverty and create access to healthcare and education around the world.  We've found success and hope the newly elected congressman might be interested.  That was the spark.  

You're right.  Sometimes, we don't see the fruit of our labor when advocating on global issues to a Congress that can be tone deaf or busy.  Even if listening, it can be a slodge, but it works.  Your voices are heard.  Most importantly, nobody will carry that message if your voice goes quiet.  You're the force that Congress is listening to.  If it goes quiet, the issue will never be attended to.  Thank you for introducing me to a most important cause and to say thank you for what you're doing right now.  Advocacy is working.  That's how I got involved, through volunteers in the Tampa Bay area.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   They're on today.  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Good.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Let's delve into election season.  What are candidates trying to accomplish with town halls, etc.?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  To win.  Let's unpack that.  Elections are decided with 2 strategies.  The turnout model is turning out natural voters that don't have to be convinced.  The persuasion model is how you add to that base that should be there for you.  That's the building of a coalition.  Every district is different.  In uncompetitive districts, town halls are sometimes performative.  When people are on the ballot against an opponent, the mindset of a candidate is to build a coalition.  You find members who might otherwise not be speaking about the issues that are important to RESULTS.  When asked about it or asked to do something to advance the issue, you put something in front of them that's attainable.  You'll see them respond.  They're in the mode of building a coalition and getting more voters than the base.  

I won't name this congressman, one of the most boring by intent and design.  This member does not intend to make waves.  They've become a champion on animal rights and protection issues.  They got drawn in to the issue.  A coalition will appreciate my work.  There wasn't heavy lifting on the issue.  You find a member leading on an issue that they otherwise wouldn't.  That's from being in town halls.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   It's an opportunity to bring up issues when people are highlighted to what is cared about.  Can you tell what's effective or ineffective in bringing up an issue or establishing a connection to you during election season?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  You catch more flies with honey than vinegar, a good guiding principle to increase rate of success and reflect on the RESULTS brand and servant sprit of the membership.  If you shame a member, they are only responding if there's a political consequence.  In this area and given the issues members and candidates are judged upon, this isn't going to bear much fruit.  Appeal to the better nature or angels of the person as a humanitarian.  Who can disagree with reducing child poverty and creating ladders of education in underserved communities?  How do you get that member to commit more than agreeing and offering platitudes?  

The RESULTS advocacy strategies have been mature.  I don't want to say only in asking for what's attainable, but it's sequential.  I heard the story and was all in.  I was on the appropriations committee.  How can I help increase these accounts?  When you sign a letter supporting our programs that we're advocating for asking the chair of a committee or administration to do XYZ to advance these, RESULTS does that well.  It gives the member who might otherwise not pay attention ownership of the issue.  They have a relationship with the constituency coalition that they've never had.  They want to get back with an answer or next step.  

Flip the script from the RESULTS perspective with sales strategy.  Your foot is in the door, building a customer and champion.  You can ask them to work harder on building your strategies.   

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Is there a way to acknowledge the Members of Congress or candidate for what they've done?  That's a good way to show up at a meeting.  Also, we talk about the champion scale.  Start with something easier and move them along to become a leader or champion.  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  This is sometimes difficult.  Draw a line to their jurisdiction.  It was easy for me.  Most people understand that you have authority over spending if you're on the appropriations subcommittee.  Congratulate them on having the ability to influence this.  If there are threads to suggest they're in a position to help in front of their home crowd, that's appreciated.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Put questions in the chat.  I've got a couple of others.  Have there been times when you were moved and emotionally touched by how someone showed up at an event?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Yeah, but I'm a sap.  Not every Members of Congress can be moved.  I've worked as a staff member for 20 years before being a Members of Congress.  What I say is from experience.  With any group of 435 people, there's a bell curve from ideology to convictions, spirit of service, grace, etc.  It's a mixing bowl of different people.  What was most moving - and I give credit to Ken, Linda and people they introduced me to - is you're introduced to a coalition not asking for anything for themselves, like tax benefits or perks.  There's almost a heart of ministry to empower those around the world who need it most, providing resources that we take for granted daily.  

That's moving conversation.  The narrative is compelling.  Seeing volunteers give their own time, resources and efforts in furtherance of that is inspiring.  I talk about protecting the RESULTS brand and spirit of RESULTS.  That's it.  The vinegar doesn't catch flies because that's not who RESULTS is.  There's a heart of ministry, whether you're a person of faith or not.  You get it and see people trying to do better for those they'll likely never meet.  They can possibly change lives around the globe.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Thank you for acknowledging what RESULTS advocates are doing.  Can a question or comment by a constituent impact the room?  Have you seen that?  Have you seen people make connections in the room because of what's happening?  Maybe people didn't know each other but found common interests?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Great point.  There's a broader audience than a single Members of Congress.  If you lay a compelling narrative in the room, you have an audience of 20 or 200 people.  There are people with shared interests, a great point to consider.  Has something moved a room?  We're all used to screenplays in politics or movies.  There's a moment where you're like, oh.  

What moves the room is these problems haven't been solved.  There's a natural pretext that more needs to and hasn't been done.  The stories of communities that don't have access to the ladders of opportunity that we take for granted or fight for domestically are compelling.  We paint an opportunity for Members of Congress where opportunities haven't been taken.  That's more important than a bridge without a toll.  Some people prefer the conversation around not tolling a bridge, but it's a powerful story you paint about Members of Congress impacting lives of people around the world.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Vision can grab the imagination of folks.  

[Reading from chat.]  

In days of virtual campaigning and written question, what's the most powerful format?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Great question.   I don't know that the format is different.  It's the challenge to actually have those questions heard.  This is where there's another component.  Use the Ken and Linda example that RESULTS is good at if you lean in, building a relationship with district office staff.  Make it so that office and member can't get away from your question.  A lot of members have taken advantage of virtual to meet more people.  A lot of people have taken advantage of virtual to meet less people.  

Within that context, building a relationship with local staff and office gives them ownership but obligation to answer those questions and provide answers to what that member will do about your ask.  I don't know that there's a format as much as it's sometimes easy to avoid questions in a virtual world.  You may need to build a personal relationship with your local office.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Excellent.  Did you run virtual telephone town halls?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  We did.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   How do you make the most of those?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  You'll take 10 of 100 questions.  The challenge is getting past the screener who is a staff member.  Sometimes, say to the staff that you'd really like to ask this question.  If it gives opportunity to answer a broader constituency, that's a question that they want.  Screening is done to avoid criticism of the member unless there's something they have to answer.  Coming out of an incident of gun violence, you can't have a Town Hall and only talk about energy and conservation.  The member will get questions that there's an answer to.  Convey to the screener that you have a constructive question that the member can be helpful with.  

If you've built that staff relationship, let the office know you'll be on to ask a question.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Great idea.  Count on relationships to get through.  Acknowledge the member for something they've done.  Give space for something they have an answer to.  

[Reading from chat.]  

Also so multiple folks ask about a similar topic but use different language.  If you have multiple questions about the same topic, is that more likely to show up?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Absolutely, particularly in the context of being constructive, good storyboard questions and answers.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   We're encouraging folks to attend town halls and bring people, ask questions, etc.  What other tactics would you encourage folks to consider in connecting with candidates during the election cycle to bring up issues?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  One that's substantive sounds strategic.  It is.  It may depend on the ask.  Explain to the candidates what RESULTS is, what we do and programs we champion.  We have a local chapter and volunteers.  You don't have to indicate how many unless you want to.  After the election, we'd love you to join for a meeting.  You'll likely find that it's an easy ask of the candidate.  They'll be tested as to whether they follow through.  I bet a number are happy to meet after the election.  It doesn't require time or resources between now and election day.  They remember the obligation and likely hand it to a staff member to connect.  It provides followup.  Now they own part of the RESULTS agenda and story because they've committed.  

That might be your highest rate of success between now and election day in supporting a program that they don't know much about before election day comes.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   That's a great idea, asking for a meeting after the elections.  Hopefully, they'll follow through.  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Don't promise, but indicate the task force of volunteers.  There are thousands of meeting requests from Members of Congress.  Many go unanswered.  Any meeting with a chapter, board, 5, 10 or 20 people is important.  It goes back to the first part of our conversation.  It's coalition building for that member.  Now you have their interest.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Very good.  What about members or candidates who have town halls or virtual events.  You've got election season.  Any thoughts about how to break through?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Op-ed and social media.  When members are unresponsive, create a public platform around the issues as the next best opportunity.  That show I got introduced to Ken and Linda.  Not everyone responds like I did.  It was a constructive tone in a public forum and allowed me to reach halfway.  That's not always going to happen.  The more people doing it if you have a local chapter and people responding and engaging on the topic the more you'll get attention.  

Go back to the staff relationship.  Lead with grace, but they work for you.  Consider the layers of strategy.  Don't yell to your pillow.  Engage in the public platforming of what RESULTS is and issues you're working toward.  Engage in bridge building with staff in the office.  Staff shut out in adversarial situations.  If approach is constructive with staff, you'll find benefits and rewards.  Consider pairing the relationship-building with the public platforming even if you never have an opportunity to meet the member.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Excellent advice.  Last question.  What would you say to advocates hesitant about asking questions at an election event?  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  Write down your question.  It can be intimidating.  This goes back to fifth grade public speaking.  Sometimes, you're at a community college where they're angry or not and there are other issues.  Have your question.  Know it forward and backward.  It doesn't have to be super deep.  What is the ask?  This is where the RESULTS organization is critical.  You can provide the top line information that allows volunteers and advocates to ask a very reasoned and substantiative question without requiring everyone to be an expert.  

Is it that certain childhood hunger programs were funded at less than they should be?  Is it increasing the ask?  That's a simple narrative.  What's the conversion that we're reaching for?  Is it meeting with the group, requesting additional money, etc.?  That's where RESULTS HQ can provide that information to volunteers to give confidence to go into a meeting.  Write it down if you have to.  No member will think less of your question if you're reading versus speaking off the cuff.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   Fantastic advice.  You're setting us up well for October.  Thank you so much for joining and sharing your insight.  I hope you continue to work with RESULTS.  

>>  DAVID JOLLY:  I will.  I'm a registered volunteer.  I'm proud of what you're doing.  Keep it up.  

>>KEN PATTERSON:   I'll hand this to Jos with more details on election advocacy and the bird-dogging process.  

>>JOS LINN:   Thanks, Ken.  That was fabulous.  So much information to process and great advice.  I'll build on what Former Congressman Jolly talked about with opportunities to engage with candidates.  We're talking about attending events, working with candidates and getting things published.  I want to reiterate what he talked about and why it's important to engage with candidates.  

First is education.  Many candidates, especially if running for office for the first time, don't know about the issues.  This is your chance to educate them and think about what advantage you have if you're first to talk to them about an issue.  They'll remember you for that.  

Another is relationship-building.  This is RESULTS's bread and butter.  We're effective because of willingness of volunteers to build relationships with those in power.  Meet candidates to get in on the ground floor.  There's no better way to build allies than talk to them before taking office.  

Third is accountability.  This is a vital reminder that your issue is important to constituents and may impact how people vote in November.  Candidates make a lot of promises on the campaign trail.  If you get one to commit to working for the CTC and increasing funding for global health, you can ask them to enforce that promise once in office.  

Fourth is civic responsibility.  It's good for democracy.  The more people that participate the stronger we are as a democracy and nation.  This is patriotic.  Engage with that.  

Another reason to think about why we want to engage this month is something Ken got into earlier in the call.  It's necessary for us to keep talking to folks this month.  Our work is cumulative.  Our election work over the next 6 weeks is a continuation of amazing things you've done to this point.  You've put us in a good position for success this year.  More lawmakers are saying no tax cuts for the wealthy without expanding the CTC.  We're working on the NTB now act.  Your election work moves that forward.  When lawmakers get back to DC after the election, those issues are front and center.  

Election activities are not just good for engaging with candidates.  It's great to inspire new advocates, connecting within your community and falling in line with the fall outreach plan.  Town halls and forums are public.  A lot of people see and hear you, attracting attention.  People come up at events to ask about my work at RESULTS based on a question I asked the candidate.  

It works the other way.  You may hear someone ask a question that aligns with your values and issues that you're working on to create a new alliance.  

Meet with candidates one-on-one.  What better way to inspire them to attend a meeting before or after the election.  This is your Rosetta Stone.  Nothing gets people more excited.  

You can attract new media about the issues and more people.  In Iowa, one of our most dedicated volunteers read a letter from a RESULTS volunteer.  He was with us for years.  

A new person may be intimidated to go to a Town Hall, but they can write a letter.  Seeing your name in print is a motivator for new advocates.  

This is why it's important to do.  Let's turn to the events.  We don't have time to go into all of the best practices for candidate events, but I'll share information about a training next week that gets into that.  Today, we'll focus on finding events, which can be a challenge.  They can be set at the last minute or private.  There's no one size fits all approach to finding them.  You have to be creative and cast a wide net.  

The easiest thing to do is go to townhallproject.com.  It's been around and is pretty good.  Public events are usually on the site.  They don't have all events.  There's no system.  Sometimes, they don't get information.  It's a great place to start, but don't do that alone.  

Most candidates have email newsletters.  They use them to ask for money and use them to share events that you can attend.  Follow them on social media.  Events are announced there, as well.  

Check the newspaper.  This is not as common as in the past.  Big events, especially with a big name speaker get announced on television and in the local paper.  

Finally, call the local campaign office and congressional office.  Ask the receptionist if the person is doing public events in the next few weeks.  The worst they say is no.  

These cover most bases.  The key thing is don't just do them once.  Do them regularly.  I'd say at least once a week if not more.  Events can get planned and set up quickly.  On Monday, they may have nothing scheduled but have something the following week.  

It's important that you don't find a big Town Hall meeting or candidate event to interact.  There are other ways to interact with them.  First, campaign fundraisers.  Candidates are seeking new donors.  If I had a nickel for texts and emails in the last few months, I could run for congress myself.  Sometimes, they host events that are smaller and are to raise money.  They may be at a person's house.  You have an advantage.  They're intimate.  You have the chance to ask a question and have a conversation with the person.  

If you have the ability to pay at attend an event - the downfall - it could pay off nicely.  No pun intended.  

Media is another thing.  Get letters to the editor published about issues.  Ask candidates by name to take action or support an issue.  That's a great way to make it public.  It also educates your community about this issue, especially if not getting a lot of press coverage.  

Look for community events, like parades, farmer's markets, etc.  There's a good chance a politician will show up.  Check it out.  You never know who you might see.  

You can also volunteer with a campaign.  Maybe you have a candidate you want to learn more about.  You might not meet the candidate but will likely meet the staff.  If the person gets elected, those staff work for him in DC.  It's a way to build relationships with people in their office.  

Finally, sit down meetings.  Jolly talked about this a bit.  It's a lobby meeting.  Request a meeting with the campaign office like you sit with Members of Congress.  The likelihood at getting these meetings when are low.  You have a better chance of meeting them afterward.  If they win, you're in at the ground floor talking about issues right after they're elected.  If they lose, you're at worst building an alliance with someone who may run for office down the road or be an ally.  

Those are other ways to find them.  Remember, all of these events are opportunities to engage with candidates and potential new volunteers.  You may meet your next volunteer recruit, group leader or coordinator.  This is why I do RESULTS laser talks like we did in September.  You never know when you'll use it.  

I'll turn it over to Ivy Rob from Dallas Global, who will share about an experience at a candidate event.  Are you there?  

>>  IVY ROB:  I'm here.  Hi, everyone.  I'm with the Dallas Global in Dallas, Texas.  I attended my first Town Hall on August 18th for Mark Bece.  Our group used the Town Hall as an opportunity for one of the meetings that we have every month.  It was an opportunity to meet the congressman and consider that one of our monthly meetings.  

The two asks we had were for the READ reauthorization act and cosponsoring that.  The other was for the NTB Act.  I was very nervous because it was my first time.  I didn't know how to segue into a global issue when everyone else talked about domestic issues.  I was nervous on how to approach the issue.  I paid attention to what he and everyone else was talking about.  His focus was on the impact of COVID-19 in 2020 on children unable to go to school and the emergency broadband connection act of 2020 they he supported.  He mentioned that it's important for children to have availability to the internet.  A lot of children were impacted during COVID-19, especially low to middle income families without access to consistent internet.  He talked about the emergency broadband act and the impact on children, a good opportunity to bring up READ.  

I started my question talking about how he was supporting the broadband connection act.  He was interested in education, so I told him about the READ Rationalization Act set up to help children with the same experience in the global environment.  He was really supportive.  Not only did he say he'd cosponsor it but talked about the importance of supporting global issues that have to do with education.  That was my experience.  He talked about it.  Recently, the act got passed.  I wanted to share that experience and encourage everyone.  

I'm not a professional and hadn't attended.  I didn't know how to present the issue.  I found an opportunity to bring up something he was passionate about.  I was encouraged about the way he went on about his interests in global issues.  He educated the crowd about being concerned about global issues because a lot of questions were domestic.  That's all from me.  Thank you.  

>>JOS LINN:   Thank you so much, Ivy.  What a great story and example of how to use these events to bring up issues that you care about to get support from Members of Congress or candidates.  

If you want to learn how to do things that Ivy and other volunteers do at these events, we have a great training on Thursday, October 6, 830 PM ET on bird-dogging training, meaning asking candidates questions.  You'll learn about engaging in your community, preparing for events, following up, etc.  Ken from our staff and Right to Health Action have experience in going to town halls and are co-leading this training.  Click the link in the slides, events calendar, and weekly update to sign up for training this coming Thursday evening.  

Now for our United States Poverty policy update.  

>>MEREDEITH DODSON:   Michael will join in a few minutes.  Hello.  I'm on staff with RESULTS in DC.  Thanks for being on.  I appreciate what we learned from Rep. Jolly and Ivy.  I love that story.  Thank you for sharing.  

As we look broadly, what's the focus of our United States Poverty Policy work.  We're working on engaging economic justice through the tax code, extending the CTC and looking big picture around broader momentum for policy change through a renter's tax credit.  I want to keep with the celebrations at the start of the month.  

In the last few weeks, the United States census put out their latest poverty data.  This showed that child poverty in the United States dropped 46% between 2020 - 21.  This was primarily due to the CTC.  We have fresh evidence that policies can and should drive dramatic reductions in poverty.  As most folks know, a lot of that progress in reducing poverty and hardship has been reduced because those CTC payments went away.  There are high housing and food costs straining family budgets.  

What can we do?  

[Speaker reading:  Short-term . . .]  

There is growing momentum to make this happen and more conversation than even a few weeks ago about the opportunity to include the CTC in year-end legislation.  We need to keep up steady pressure through and election season and after.  Our action this month continues to be engaging with Members of Congress to expand and support the CTC.  This is an important time to ask others to take action with you.  Encourage folks to host letter-writing meetings or share our online alert to email Members of Congress about the CTC.  

In addition, please coordinate with folks in your state or region so someone is in touch directly with key tax aides, senators and representatives.  If you get feedback, share that with us.  

Next, I want to talk about what it looks like at a campaign event.  Here's an example of what conversation on this sounds like in a Town Hall.  I'll say it out loud with my person example.  

[Speaker reading:  Expanding . . .]  

I know that the expanded monthly CTC payments helped my family deal with increased rents in DC, where housing was already expanded.  

[Speaker reading:  Monthly payments . . will you work . . .]  

That's what it sounds like to bring this up.  We've got a great opportunity to make a difference.  I urge you and others to be part of that.  Michael will talk about using the campaign season to build long-term support for exciting tax policy changes.  

>>  MICHAEL SANTOS:  I'm a senior policy associate in DC.  Thank you for being here.  In continuing with the theme of economic justice in the longterm, housing affordability remains front and center of households across the country.  It's part of the economy still struggling.  People are feeling the pinch with inflation and rent price increases outpacing wage growth.  Housing and homelessness programs and other benefits still don't meet demand, especially those receiving SNAP, SSI, and other federal subsidies, including the CTC.  They're still struggling to make ends meet.  

Our longterm goal is build on the success of the CTC and ask congress to prioritize renters to reduce poverty and future tax code reform.  We need to build on the success of the monthly CTC, which paid for basic necessities, like food, shelter, childcare, etc., lifting people out of poverty and including those without kids and what the CTC provides within the tax code.  

We need congress to address affordability and housing instability not just for those on the streets but for those experiencing poverty that are on the cusp of experiencing homelessness and evictions.  We can't let this important issue go under the radar.  We continue with our new campaign as we head toward a new Congress in the new year.  We'd love you to be part of this process.  We'll find ways for you plug in.  We need to elevate the housing crisis as part of poverty, which Ken pointed out needs to be prioritized by congress.  

This slide shows how to talk to Members of Congress.  Use this as a resource to talk about renter's tax credit and the tax code.  There are many subsidies provided to wealthy or special interest groups despite renters contributing to growth of the economy.  We want to expand on the successes of the monthly CTC.  

As a reminder, there are ways that you can invite others to take actions with you.  We have a lot of resources.  I can drop my email in the chat to connect or if you have questions.  We have resources on our website.  Check those out.  Expect more on our housing and long-term work on economic justice in coming months.  Now about global policy updates.  

>>  KARYNE BURY:  Hello.  Thank you for joining.  I'm with RESULTS's grassroots impact team from southern Florida.  I'll do an overview of the status for Global Poverty Policy campaigns.  We have 14.5 billion in pledges for the Global Fund,  Including pledges from other global countries.  

The nutrition act is moving on to become law.  We also have the READ act.  Use these wins to leverage outreach to the community and demonstrate that advocacy works.  

Issues this fall focus on ending maternal and child death from malnutrition, AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria and those next marginalized.  We hope to get these issues signed into law.  I'll talk more about where we are with TB.  

Prior to COVID-19, TB was the leading . . . [Reading.]  

As we heard from a survivor at our last webinar, TB is a major consequence and driver of poverty . . . [Reading.]  

We've reversed years of progress against the disease.  TB detection has dropped 50%, with 1 million fewer diagnosed and enrolled in treatment.  The End TB now act was introduced by members in the House and Senate.  This act calls for USAID to set both targets to reach and treat the most vulnerable populations for all forms of TB, addressing the timely impact in controlling all TB efforts.  

There's only one additional senator signed on to the bill along with Braun and Menéndez, as well as 12 sponsors in the House.  Our advocacy will change that.  Attend candidate events.  Engage with them on End TB Now.  Here are questions you may want to ask them.  

[Reading from slide.]   

Here's another question.  

[Reading from slide.]   

For more information, you can visit the fall 2022 campaign page to track progress and see if Members of Congress have signed on, find laser talks and other resources to continue the fight.  Thank you for your advocacy.  

I'll share about upcoming events and webinars.  First, our anti-oppression workshops.  Nearly 200 volunteers have attended a diversity and inclusion workshop and detailed personal growth and becoming stronger advocates to end poverty.  There's time for our session on 10/4 at noon.  Sign up.  

We hope you enjoyed Jos's outline on bird-dogging.  Join us Thursday, 10/6 at 830 PM.  

The RESULTS Fellowship deadline will be happening.  It's fast approaching.  Please encourage folks in your network or you yourself to apply and take advantage of this leadership training opportunity.  

We're gearing up for a friends and family fundraiser from 11/18 - 12/1, including Giving Tuesday.  Consider helping us kick off the most important time of the year for giving by participating.  More details at the November webinar.  

With that, I will pass the mic to Jos to close us out.  Thank you all.  

>>JOS LINN:   We appreciate you being on the call.  Let us know how many are on the webinar.  

[See poll.]  [On screen.] 

Tell how many people are in the room, including yourself so we can account for how many are on the webinar.  We appreciate you taking that.  I'll keep going through the slides.  

As a reminder, we can do this.  Just believe.  We'll get it done.  The work you're doing over the next month will lead to success by the end of this year and set the groundwork for success next year.  With that, we look forward to seeing you next month.  Our webinar is 11/5, the Saturday before the webinar.  It's an exciting time.  We hope to have stories from candidate engagement this month.  I'll close us out.  Feel free to unmute and say good luck with election activities this month.  

[Greetings all around.]  

[212 PM ET.]  

[Have a great day!]  

